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DATE: October 25, 2022

TO: Joshua McMurray, City Manager

FROM: Derek P. Cole, City Attorney

SUBJECT: Analysis Concerning Regulations Limiting Discussion of Personnel 
Matters During Public Comment

Background and Introduction
At previous City Council meetings, a member of the Council has requested an analysis 
of what limitations, if any, the Council may impose during public comment concerning  
the expression of personnel matters involving City employees.  This memorandum and 
the attachments are intended to respond to this request.

As will be explained, the City Council does not have any authority to limit the discussion 
of personnel matters, including the making of complaints and charges, during public 
comment.

Analysis
I attach two judicial opinions to this Staff Report.  These cases, which challenged rules 
made by school-district boards, make very clear that the First Amendment precludes 
any restrictions on discussion of personnel matters during public comment.

For purpose of this discussion, a restriction on “personnel” matters would be typified 
by a rule at issue in one of the attached opinions.  In the Moreno Valley USD Case, 
the rule read as follows:

“No oral or written presentation in open session shall include charges 
or complaints against any employee of the District, regardless of 
whether or not the employee is identified by name or by any 
reference which tends to identify the employee. If an attempt is made 
to include charges or complaints against an employee in any way, 
the Board President will order the presentation stopped at once, and 
the Board meeting will continue in accordance with the established 
agenda. All charges or complaints against employees must be 
submitted to the Board under provisions of Board policy.



Any individual who violates this policy will be warned to discontinue 
his/her comments immediately. If the individual willfully interrupts the 
meeting by refusing to comply with the warning, the Board President 
may authorize the removal of the individual pursuant to Government 
Code section 54957.9.”

I will avoid a very lawyerly or overly complex analysis of this issue because I believe 
the law as to this subject is so clear.  Succinctly summarized, the reasoning of the two 
attached cases is that:

1. In requiring that the public be given an opportunity to comment 
on matters within the jurisdiction of the City Council, the Brown 
Act creates what First Amendment law describes as a “limited-
purpose public forum.”

2. When government creates a limited-purpose public forum, any 
“content-based” restriction on the speech allowed in such a 
forum is subject to strict constitutional scrutiny.  A limitation on 
“personnel” matters is inherently content-based as it declares as 
off-limits speech concerning specific types of subjects—e.g., 
complaints about or charges against public employees.

3. Under strict-scrutiny analysis, local governments do not have a 
“compelling interest” in limiting public comment on these 
subjects.  The protection of the rights of public employees who 
may be the subject of complaints or charges does not rise to the 
“compelling” level necessary to survive strict constitutional 
scrutiny.

4. Nor, under strict-scrutiny analysis, would limitations on the 
making of charges or complaints against public employees be 
“narrowly tailored” to ensure that do not sweep more broadly than 
necessary to serve any compelling interest.

Conclusion
The City Council has no authority to impose any limitation on public comments 
concerning personnel issues, including on the making of complaints about or charges 
against City employees.


